Welcome to

The App designed to Connect, Support and Empower Girls aged 8-17 Years

Parent, Carers, Mentors & Educators
Information Guide

The internet is an incredible
resource available to girls all over
the world. When used correctly, it
has the ability to positively
influence and change lives.
With the focus on knowledge,
connection, fun and support
STRONG has been developed to
utilise the benefits of the internet
while also putting girls best
interests first.
STRONG is a place where girls can
learn new skills through courses,
make friends, join special interest
groups, watch inspiring videos,
listen to audios and share
experiences, all with the support
and guidance of online Mentors.

At STRONG we put safety first and
have build safeguards into our
App to ensure it is as secure as
possible. While we strive for the
highest safety standards, we
must keep in mind the internet,
like many places, is never 100%
safe.
We must always act sensibly and
do everything we can to educate
our children on cyber safety
when utilising online platforms.
We hope this guide helps you to
understand STRONG and safely
support your child through her
online experiences, so you can
both enjoy the benefits STRONG
has to offer.

WHAT IS STRONG?
STRONG is free for girls
aged 8-17 years of age
and all members must
confirm they have their
parents permission to
join

STRONG is a social and
educational network for
girls with the focus on
health, wellbeing and
life skills. The core
themes are Strong Mind,
Strong body, Strong
Heart

STRONG has a team of
adult Mentors who are
professional women with
whom STRONG has
assessed and approved
to provide content and
resources on the
platform

WHY DID STRONG START?
Strong was developed by a team of health, wellbeing and IT professionals
lead by Standing Strong Total Wellness Club for Girls in Perth, Australia.
After receiving ongoing enquiries from parents and girls globally for their
wellness programs, Standing Strong developed STRONG to enable online
access to health and wellbeing resources for girls locally and around the
world.
Over a twelve month period STRONG was developed to cater to the need of
girls and parents, while also embracing the number one resources of young
people, the internet.
The goal for STRONG was to develop an education resource for girls that was
fun, accessible, free and continually up to date. It was our mission to provide a
space which focused on health and wellbeing, and offered an uplifting
environment free from bullying, competition or sexualised behaviour.
STRONG has been co created with teen girls to ensure it is in context with their
needs, is age appropriate, engaging and above all else, is a platform they will
enjoy using and gain benefit from.

SAFETY ON STRONG
STRONG is an interactive and
supportive place for girls to
connect and make friends
however, as with any online
platform, you may have
concerns about the safety of
your child while utilising it.
We are stringent with what is
and is not acceptable on STRONG
and have provided clear
guidelines for our community to
follow.
We have a culture of kindness,
respect and encouragement on
STRONG and this is maintained
through constant interaction
from our developers and ‘Real’
Mentors who act as positive
online role models setting the
standard.

We encourage our users to
report any behaviour they feel is
concerning including
inappropriate images or words,
bullying or misleading profiles.
We take these reports extremely
serious and act on all complaints
and feedback.
We follow the Social Media
Guide developed by the UK
Council for Child Internet Safety
(UKCCIS) in order to make
STRONG as safe, enjoyable and up
to date as possible.
At STRONG we are dedicated to
educating young people about
online safety and we do this
regularly through updates to our
members and notifications on
safe online behaviour.

57% of teens have met a new friend online. Social media and online gameplay
are the most common digital venues for meeting friends in todays teen world.
Source: Pew Research Centre

SIX STRONG SAFEGUARDS
1. Girls Only: STRONG is specifically designed for girls, this helps to reduce
the risk of sexual or inappropriate behaviour. STRONG is designed for
girls to learn about health, wellbeing and life skills
2. Age Restrictions: Members of STRONG can only be between the ages of
8-17 yrs and must have parental permission to utilise the site
3. Text Verification: On registrations girls will receive a confirmation code
through text message to verify their registration. Note: Phone numbers are
not displayed on member profiles
4. Real Photo Identity: All members of STRONG must use a real
photograph of themselves as their profile picture. We also highly
recommend girls upload a simple introductory video of themselves and
make sure anyone they connect with also has an introductory video to
verify their identification
5. Safety Hub: STRONG has a Safety Hub feedback feature which is
available for reporting an suspicious, inappropriate, sexual or abusive
behaviour
6. Mentor Supervision: STRONG is managed by ‘Real’ women who act as
Mentors on the site and offer guidance and support. Mentors set the
standard of behaviour and also report any suspicious, inappropriate,
sexual or abusive behaviour.

Many parents worry about having real profile images and information online. We believe a
safer environment is created when real information is shown. When real profile images are
required it makes it easier to detect fake or misleading accounts.

WHO ARE MENTORS ON STRONG?
STRONG Mentors are professional women who have been approved
by the STRONG team to have access as Role Models on the
STRONG App.
STRONG Mentors have been selected, screened and authorised to
be on the platform for their specific qualifications, experiences and
knowledge. Mentors are selected to provide online resources,
support, encouragement and to help build a kind, motivating and
uplifting culture.
Every STRONG Mentor has a resume attached to their profile where
parents can check information with their child.

TIPS FOR SUPPORTING YOUR CHILD ONLINE
Young people want to be online. They are living in a new world were
many of their social interactions and connections are being made on
social networking sites.
As concerning as this might be, there are many things adults can do
to help young people have a safe and positive experience while
connecting online. The key is knowing how to support your child
online. We recommend the following resource to help parents
support your child’s online experience:

ESafety

OPTIMISE FUN AND SAFETY ON STRONG
Profiles: Encourage your daughter to only connect with girls who
have uploaded multiple photos or videos to verify their identification
Reporting: Remind your daughter to report any suspicious, negative,
inappropriate, sexual or abusive behaviour including fake profiles so
we can act on these appropriately
Personal Details: Ensure your daughter does not disclose any
personal information such as her address, school or phone number
Events: Ensure your daughter only attends events which have been
approved by STRONG and are available in the ‘What’s On’ page. Do not
allow your daughter to meet anyone in private settings
Sharing: Encourage your daughter to support and encourage other
girls. Remind her STRONG is a place where girls are kind and
considerate of each other. No bullying is accepted and accounts will
be suspended if bullying occurs.
Friends Only: Remind your daughter to put her profile to ‘Friends
Only’ so only the people she is connected with can see her posts

You can find out more about staying safe online on the following websites:
Be Internet Awesome
https://beinternetawesome.withgoogle.com

NetFamilyNews
www.netfamilynews.org

Common Sense Media
www.commonsensemedia.org

NetSmartz
www.netsmartz.org

ConnectSafely
www.connectsafely.org

Office of the eSafety Commissioner
www.esafety.gov.au

iKeepSafe
archive.ikeepsafe.org/parents

Parent Info
https://parentinfo.org

“It Takes a Village to Raise a Child”

JOIN THE VILLAGE

www.girlsstandingstrong.com

